
I n vac a r e ®  

S l I n g S   

Invacare offers a complete line of slings to meet the dynamic needs in both the long-term care and homecare settings. 
Invacare® Reliant™ Series Slings are an industry standard and deliver the ease of use, comfort and security that is standard 
in all Invacare Products. The Invacare® Premier Series Slings offer additional fabric and style options to meet a wider array of 
needs, as well as value-adding features for the caregiver and patient alike.



Complete instructions for lift usage and sling procedures are found in the Invacare Operating Manual. 
Only Invacare slings and accessories should be used on Invacare lifts.

Invacare® Reliant ™ Slings come in an 
array of styles to meet a variety of client 
needs. Reliant slings feature a unique, 
fully padded fabric that forms a soft yet 
supportive surface. The soft, brushed 
lining helps prevent sliding for ultimate 
comfort and skin protection, and the 
stretch-resistant feature helps the slings 
hold their shape for superior support 
and ease of positioning. For clients and 
caregivers alike, Invacare Reliant slings 
are designed with comfort and safety in 
mind.

Features 

Sling size and fit can vary significantly 
depending on patient weight and girth. 
These are general guidelines. Consult 
physician before sling selection.

Washing instructions are on each sling 
label. Washing temperatures should 
not exceed 180˚ F. Air-dry or dry at low 
temperatures.

All slings are constructed of polyester 
fabrics which can be used in wet or 
dry environments.

All Invacare® slings were designed 
specifically for use with Invacare® 
brand lifts for proper usage and 
optimal performance. To receive the 
maximum benefits from Invacare 
products, please see the size guide, 
product specs and operator manuals 
for solutions that best suit your needs.

Invacare® Reliant ™ Full-Body Slings

Invacare® Reliant ™ Full-Body Slings with  
Commode Opening

Invacare® Reliant ™ Full-Body Slings with  
Commode Opening

Invacare® Reliant ™ Toileting Sling with Belt
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Full Body Sling With/Without Commode Opening (CO)

An easy sling to use while transferring the patient from the bed to a wheelchair, toilet or shower chair or from floor 
to bed. It offers total head and neck support and the padded lower section provides additional under-thigh comfort 
and support. Use the full body sling for patients who are totally dependent, partially-dependent, non-weight bearing, 
very heavy or have limited head control. Use this sling for amputee patients (in a reclined position).

Compatible with the following lifts: 

Invacare® I-Lift® Series Lifts

Invacare® I-Transia® Ceiling Hoist

Invacare® Reliant ™ 450, 600 Lifts

Divided Leg Sling

The divided leg sling is a secure, easy-to fit general purpose sling, designed for the majority 
of sling users. Use the divided leg sling for patients who are totally dependent, partially 
dependent, non-weight bearing, very heavy or have limited head control. Use this sling when 
transferring the patient from the bed to a wheelchair, recliner or shower chair.The large opening 
also accommodates toileting.

Compatible with the following lifts: 

Invacare® I-Lift® Series Lifts

Invacare® I-Transia® Ceiling Hoist

Invacare® Reliant ™ 450, 600 Lifts

SIZE A B C D E Weight Model #/Material 
      Capacity

M 41.5" 53.3" 23.9" N/A 43.7" 450 lb. R110/Mesh

L 45.5" 58.3" 26.3" N/A 47.7" 450 lb. R111/Mesh

XXL 45" 55" 45" N/A 45" 600 lb. R140/Mesh

M 41.5" 53.3" 23.9" 6" 43.7" 450 lb. R114/Mesh w/CO

L 45.5" 58.3" 26.3" 7" 47.7" 450 lb. R115/Mesh w/CO

XL 45.5" 63.2" 26.3" 7" 47.7" 450 lb. R116/Mesh w/CO

XXL 45" 55" 45" 7" 45" 600 lb. R141/ Mesh w/CO

M 41.5" 54.7" 23.2" N/A 41.8" 450 lb. R112/Solid Fabric

L 45.5" 60.3" 26.3" N/A 45" 450 lb. R113/Solid Fabric 

XL 45.5" 65.3" 26.1" N/A 45" 450 lb. R117/Solid Fabric

SIZE A B C Weight Model # 
    Capacity

S 33" 29.16" 12" 450 lb. R100P

M 37.5" 35.66" 17" 450 lb. R100

L 41" 40.66" 20.5" 450 lb. R101

XL 44.5" 43.16" 22.6" 450 lb. R102
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General Sling Sizes*
Color/Weight Chart
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100 S M L XL XXL
 Navy Purple Green Blue Black

*Color/weight chart is intended as a guide


